Pan London Systemic Anti-cancer Therapies (SACT) Passport for Pharmacy Pathway

**Trainee requiring SACT accreditation**

- Trainee new to oncology
  - Complete the following SACT passport sections (see SACT passport guidance and use the accreditation checklist):
    - Introduction to SACT presentation
    - Funding routes for SACT
    - Useful SACT resources
    - SACT dose calculation examples
    - SACT prescription verification MCQ test
    - SACT mock prescription verification examples
    - SACT pharmacy competency framework
  - Observe clinical verification of one prescription by assessor
  - Complete supervised prescription verification logs
  - Observation of 5 prescriptions
  - Signed off as competent for SACT passport (follow local processes e.g. trainee name added to register)

- Trainee experienced in oncology, with no break in oncology-related work
  - Has the trainee previously completed SACT accreditation?
    - Yes
      - Review of logs
      - Complete supervised prescription verification logs (if deemed necessary)
      - Observation of 5 prescriptions
    - No

- Trainee experienced in oncology, returning to oncology-related work after a break (12 months+)
  - Has the trainee previously completed SACT accreditation?
    - Yes
      - Offer full accreditation option?
        - Yes
        - No
    - No
      - Review of logs
      - Complete supervised prescription verification logs (if deemed necessary)
      - Observation of 5 prescriptions

Please complete the SACT feedback form so that we can continue to improve the passport.